Remember first thing is to get everyone into Ottawa and settled and
then we will distribute the trucks where they will be most effective
amazon, the media, and parliament
Has anyone contacted Ron Barr Truckers union president?
Has anyone contacted Maxim Bernier the leader of the PCC who ran
against Trudeau last election?
Canadian tire centre will NOT allow us on their property even if we
paid and cleaned the snow
NCC land will be unavailable outside of 60 days notice
City of Ottawa properties request will have to go to committee
before they can approve anything (BUT we can use their parking lots
to park but not loiter)
OPS OPP NCC and the city of Ottawa will be meeting tomorrow
morning to discuss our arrival I have told them to work with us will
be easier than against us lets hope the change their minds
Farmland is being acquired
Snow removal is being procured ready to go where needed
Arnprior airport is available to rent. the runway if needed to house
the truckers overnight next to antrim truck stop for anyone heading
east on 417
(we would have to clear the snow)

Plan A
● The first 500 trucks will roll to parliament after that it will
be completely blocked (maybe even multiple routes but
NO semis with trailers)
● The remaining trucks will then be sent to multiple areas
such as farm land, public parking lots, wal-marts but still
to be determined
● Our trucks are intended to be seen from the highway and
we schedule different locations everyday with bodies
trucks and 4 wheelers at various locations
(medium Visibility but law abiding)
Plan B
● We still occupy parliament but park our trucks safely on
the highways 416 and 417 and we pick everyone up
leaving space for multiple vehicles between trucks in case
of emergency drivers will only exit the passenger to avoid
any accidents
We will have a plan in place that if we get a significant
snowfall that we allow the snowplough’s to do their job
hopefully working together with the city of Ottawa
(highest visibility but safety concern for our truckers)

Plan C
● We occupy anywhere and everywhere we can possibly go,
such as: road ways, highways, parliament, Public
properties and ncc parking lots (high visibility breaks the
law and risk our image)

